INTRODUCTION
Neural circuits typically comprise many different neurons linked in precise ways by synaptic connections. How neurites discriminate between one another during circuit assembly remains a central issue in neuroscience. Through regeneration studies in vertebrates, Langley (1895) and Sperry (1963) proposed that molecular differences between neurons determine the specificity of synaptic connections. In its simplest formulation, Sperry's chemoaffinity hypothesis (Sperry, 1963) suggested that a lock and key mechanism mediates recognition between synaptic partners.
Over the past 30 years, biochemical and genetic approaches have led to the identification of the cell recognition molecules and the intercellular signaling pathways regulating the patterning of axons and dendrites. From these studies, three general molecular strategies underlying circuit assembly have emerged. First, combinatorial use of a limited set of conserved cell surface and secreted molecules regulates axon guidance in many different regions of the developing invertebrate and vertebrate nervous systems. These include netrins, slits, semaphorins, and various cell adhesion molecules, such as cadherins and immunoglobulin superfamily proteins (O'Donnell et al., 2009) . Second, gradients of cell surface proteins, notably Ephs and Ephrins as well as Wnts, play a crucial role in the establishment of topographic maps (Cang and Feldheim, 2013; Schmitt et al., 2006; Triplett and Feldheim, 2012) a widespread organizational principle in the vertebrate brain (Cang and Feldheim, 2013) . Third, molecular diversity contributed by large families of related proteins with different recognition specificities impart unique identities to neurons and mediate self-avoidance (repulsion between neurites of the same cell) (Zipursky and Grueber, 2013; Lefebvre et al., 2012) . These include Dscam1 proteins in Drosophila (Schmucker et al., 2000) and clustered protocadherins in vertebrates (Kohmura et al., 1998; Wu and Maniatis, 1999) . The molecular diversity of both Dscam1 and protocadherins coupled with their exquisite isoform-specific homophilic binding specificities raised the possibility that they could directly specify patterns of synaptic specificity through a lock and key mechanism. As Dscam1 is largely, if not exclusively, expressed in a probabilistic manner (Miura et al., 2013) , and protocadherins also appear to be expressed in this way, it is unlikely that these protein families mediate synaptic matching.
Important progress has been made in identifying cell surface molecules regulating synaptic specificity, including Syg1 and Syg2 in the worm (Shen and Bargmann, 2003; Shen et al., 2004) , Toll and Teneurin proteins in the fly olfactory system (Hong et al., 2012; Ward et al., 2015) and Sidekick proteins in the mouse retina (Krishnaswamy et al., 2015) . Studies by Yamagata and Sanes (Yamagata et al., 2002; Sanes, 2008, 2012) raised the possibility that related Ig superfamily proteins regulate layer-specific patterns of synaptic connections between different neurons in the chick retina (see Discussion). As a step toward identifying a common molecular logic underlying synaptic specificity, we sought to identify families of cell surface proteins expressed in a cell-type-enriched fashion in closely related neurons with different patterns of synaptic specificity. Here, we set out to do this using RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and molecular genetic approaches in Drosophila.
The Drosophila visual system is well suited to uncovering the molecular recognition mechanisms regulating synaptic specificity. The cellular organization and circuitry has been described in detail (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Morante and Desplan, 2008) including serial electron microscopy (EM) reconstruction to reveal connections between neurons (Takemura et al., 2008 (Takemura et al., , 2013 (Takemura et al., , 2015 . In addition, molecular markers for many cell types are readily available (Jenett et al., 2012; Kvon et al., 2014) , genetic tools facilitate gain and loss of function studies at the level of single identified cells in developing and adult tissue (Lee and Luo, 1999; Venken and Bellen, 2014) , and an extensive protein interaction network of extracellular proteins has been assembled (Ö zkan et al., 2013) .
In this paper, we focus on the medulla region of the fly visual system. It comprises columns and layers ( Figures 1A-1C) . In a broad sense, columns process information from different points in space and layers process different types of visual information (e.g., ON versus OFF responses). The cell bodies of medulla neurons lie outside the neuropil and synaptic specificity is elaborated within a dense meshwork of axonal and dendritic processes. There are over 100 different types of neurons forming synapses in the medulla. These neurons fall into a few general categories based primarily on their morphology and location of their arbors (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Morante and Desplan, 2008; Takemura et al., 2013) (Figures 1A-1C) . In a landmark study, the synaptic connectivity between neurons in the medulla was determined using serial section electron microscopic reconstruction (Takemura et al., 2013) . The shaded electron micrographic sections through the adult column shown in Figures  1D and 1E are included to emphasize the complexity of the neuropil in one medulla column comprising the processes of on the order of 100 different neuronal cell types (A. Nern, personal communication) (Figures 1D and 1E ). These patterns of synaptic connections are complex, specific, and reproducible (Takemura et al., 2015) . In addition, these studies revealed that within a layer, neurons form synapses with multiple neuronal types (Takemura et al., 2013 (Takemura et al., , 2015 , but these represent only a subset of neurons with processes in the layer. Although some progress has been made in identifying genes regulating layer-specific targeting (Hadjieconomou et al., 2011) , genes controlling synaptic specificity within layers have not been identified.
In the work described here, we set out to identify proteins regulating synaptic specificity using RNA-seq to determine the transcriptome of developing R7 and R8 photoreceptor neurons and five lamina monopolar neurons, L1-L5 ( Figures 1A and  1B) . The axon of each type of neuron elaborates a unique morphology, including layer-specific branches, and forms characteristic patterns of synaptic connections (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Takemura et al., 2008 Takemura et al., , 2013 . In most cases, synapses formed by each neuron type occur in the layer in which the axon terminates or in which interstitial branches arborize. We show that each cell type expresses mRNAs from hundreds of genes encoding cell surface proteins and unique combinations of them. Using a protein interaction database (Ö zkan et al., 2013) , Minos-mediated integration cassette (MiMIC)-based protein traps to visualize protein expression Venken et al., 2011) and genetic markers for identified medulla cell types, we present evidence that two families of heterophilic recognition molecules of the Ig superfamily, the Dprs and DIPs, are expressed in discrete subsets of synaptic partners within layers. These families are promising candidates for regulating synaptic specificity within the developing Drosophila CNS.
RESULTS

Purification of Developing Neurons Using FluorescenceActivated Cell Sorting
As a first step toward identifying cell surface and secreted molecules as candidates involved in cellular recognition events regulating synaptic specificity through RNA-seq, we developed methods to purify seven neuronal cell types (R7, R8, and L1-L5 neurons) with different layer and synaptic specificities. These neurons were isolated at 40% after puparium formation (APF), just prior to (i.e., R7 and R8) or during early stages of synapse formation (i.e., L1-L5) M.Y.P. and S.L.Z., unpublished data) . To purify each cell type at this stage in development, we used a dual labeling approach. We generated transgenes expressing tandem tomato in all cells in the retina or in all cells in the lamina and combined these with a separate GFP marker expressed selectively in a specific cell type (e.g., R8 in the retina or L3 in the lamina) ( Figures 1F-1I ). Each cell type was isolated in a highly purified form as assessed using qPCR for several diagnostic markers (data not shown) and post hoc analysis of RNA-seq data ( Figure 2C ).
Identification of Cell-Type-Specific Differences in Gene Expression
To obtain the transcriptomes of purified cell populations, we isolated total RNA, linearly amplified polyA-mRNA using T7 polymerase, and generated cDNA libraries that were analyzed in a single lane by 50 bp paired-end sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. At least two independent biological replicate libraries were sequenced for each cell type. We obtained between 221 and 441 million reads from each library, with a percentage of uniquely mapped reads ranging between 33% and 74%. Of these, 19% to 32% were intergenic and 60% to 75% mapped to exons. A small fraction of reads mapped to intronic regions (Table S1 ).
The correlation in the distribution of normalized raw reads between biological replicates for each cell type was high ( Figure 2A ) and ranged from 0.97 to 1 for the L4 and R7 libraries, respectively. The correlation coefficients between libraries of different cell types ranged from 0.87 for R7 versus L4, to 0.97 for R7 versus R8. Pairs of neurons from either the retina or the lamina were more closely related to each other than any given retinal to lamina neuron pair. The L1 and L2 pair, both required for the optomotor response (Borst, 2014) , are more closely related than other pairs of lamina neurons. These data are consistent with principle component analysis in which R7/R8 are distinct from L1-L5 and that the L1 and L2 pair, as well as L4 and L5 pair, are more closely related to each other than to L3 neurons ( Figure 2B ).
To assess whether differences revealed through RNA-seq reliably reflect differences in expression between cell types, we compared the reads per kilobase of a specific mRNA per million reads (RPKM) values for seven transcripts expressed specifically in each of the seven neuronal cell types as determined by immunohistology. There was an excellent correlation between antibody staining and RPKM values ( Figure 2C ). Thus, RNA-seq provides a reliable method to identify transcripts differentially expressed between these neurons.
Many Genes Are Differentially Expressed between Closely Related Neurons
We set out to gain a global perspective on gene expression differences between R7, R8, and L1-L5 using two different approaches. First, we performed pairwise comparisons of their transcriptomes and identified differentially expressed genes between different cell types. As we obtained independent verification of cell-type-enriched expression for transcripts with a maximum RPKM slightly below five using protein traps Venken et al., 2011 ) (see later in the text), we set conservative criteria for genes differentially expressed (DE) between cell-types.
We selected genes exhibiting a difference of greater than five times between one neuronal cell type and other neurons with expression in at least one cell type exhibiting an RPKM >5 with an adjusted p value of <0.05 (Table S2A) . Even with these criteria, the number of DE genes between two cell types was substantial, ranging from 217 to 1,159. In summary, marked differences in gene expression between different neurons were observed at this stage in development.
In a second approach, we explored the relationship between patterns of gene expression and specific cell types using a weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008) . This unsupervised and unbiased analysis identified distinct co-expression modules by clustering transcripts with similar expression patterns across all samples (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Cell-type-specific modules were preferentially enriched in cell surface membrane and secreted molecules (CSMs) ( Figure S1 ; Table S3 ). This is consistent with an important role for intercellular interactions as important determinants of patterns of synaptic connectivity.
Each Neuronal Cell Type Expresses a Unique Combination of mRNAs Encoding CSMs during Synapse Formation
We next sought to identify genes encoding CSMs that are expressed in a cell-type-enriched fashion, as these are candidates for regulating the cellular interactions underlying synaptic specificity. With a threshold of an RPKM greater than five and an adjusted p value <0.05, we observed that each cell type expresses between a quarter to a third (i.e., between 247 [for R7] and 322 [for L3]) of the 976 genes encoding CSMs predicted to be encoded in the fly genome ( Figure S2 ) (Kurusu et al., 2008 ) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for the criteria used to establish the list of CSMs) and each cell type exhibits a unique pattern of expression ( Figure 3A ). To gain an appreciation of the differences in genes encoding CSMs expressed between cell types, we carried out a pairwise comparison of RPKM values for each pair of cell types. Here, we observed marked differences in expression, as each pair differentially expressed between 49 (between R7 and R8) and 168 (between R7 and L4) CSM genes (RPKM greater than five in at least one cell type and greater than five times difference between the two cell types) (Table  S2B ). Further analyses revealed that only a small fraction of the CSM transcripts are selectively enriched in only one cell type of the seven profiled. Thus, each cell type expresses many genes encoding CSMs, the majority of which are expressed in multiple cell types, and there are marked differences in expression between cell types.
Several families of genes encoding CSMs known to regulate cellular interactions during circuit assembly were expressed in a cell-type-enriched fashion. These included genes encoding immunoglobulin (Ig) (Fischbach et al., 2009; Zipursky et al., 2006) , leucine-rich repeat (LRR) (de Wit et al., 2011) , and epidermal growth factor (EGF) domain-containing proteins (Kenzelmann et al., 2007; Serafini et al., 1994) , as well as many members of (C) RPKM values (left) and antibody staining (right) for transcription factors in the lamina (L1-L5) and retina (R7, R8) at 40 hr APF. Cell-type-specific markers are shown in green and antibodies for cell-type-specific transcription factors are shown in red (L1-L5 and R7) or blue (R8). Arrows in L2 panels indicate glial cells also stained with antibody to Bab2. A general retinal marker is shown in blue and red in the R7 and R8 panels, respectively. Scale bars, 10 mm. See also Table S1 . Figure S3 and Table S4 .
(legend continued on next page) the large tetraspanin protein family (Fradkin et al., 2002; Kopczynski et al., 1996) (Figures 3B and S3 ).
Differential Expression of Ig Superfamily Proteins in Two Closely Related Lamina Neurons
As an additional step toward identifying candidates for regulating synaptic specificity in the medulla, we compared the pattern of expression of CSMs between two closely related neurons in more detail. To do this, we focused on L1 and L2. These neurons have similar patterns of gene expression and morphologies, particularly in the lamina, where their dendrites are postsynaptic to photoreceptor neurons. L1 and L2 are key components of the ON and OFF pathways, respectively, and play overlapping roles in motion detection (Borst, 2014) . Their morphologies, layer specificity and patterns of synaptic connections in the medulla sharply diverge. For example, L1 and L2 are presynaptic to five and nine classes of neurons in the medulla, respectively, only one of which is in common ( Figure 3C ) (S. Takemura, I. Meinertzhagen, and L. Scheffer, personal communication). Thus, we reasoned that differences in the CSMs expressed between these neurons would be candidates for regulating their synaptic specificity in the medulla. L1 and L2 express a similar number of CSM genes (i.e., 260, with an RPKM greater than five, Figure S2 ). Of these, 225 were expressed at a similar level (i.e., less than two times difference) in both neurons. By contrast, 21 and 53 CSM genes were expressed two to five times and greater than five times between them, respectively ( Figure 3D ). Among the 53 CSM genes with greater than five times difference, 23 encode Ig superfamily cell surface proteins ( Figure 3E ). This enrichment is highly unlikely to arise by chance (p values = 6.681e-06). The Dpr sub-family of Ig proteins was also enriched within this category with 8 of the 21 family members differentially expressed (i.e., greater than five times) (p value = 2.853e-04). Furthermore, as seen in Figure 3B , each lamina neuron expresses a unique combination of dpr genes ( Figure 3B ; Table S4 ). Based on these findings, we speculated that Dprs were good candidates for regulating cell-type-specific patterns of synaptic connectivity in the medulla neuropil.
Many Dpr Proteins Are Expressed in a Cell-TypeEnriched Fashion
The 21 Dpr proteins are cell surface proteins comprising two Ig domains (Nakamura et al., 2002) . They show a complex pattern of interactions in vitro, with another family, the Dpr interacting proteins or DIPs, comprising three Ig domains. These interactions were discovered in an ELISA-based assay and the interactions are presumed to occur in trans (Ö zkan et al., 2013) . Their functional significance remains unclear, but they are expressed in the embryonic nervous system (Fisher et al., 2012; Ö zkan et al., 2013) . Each Dpr binds to between one and four DIPs and each DIP binds to between one and seven Dprs (Ö zkan et al., 2013) (Figure 6F ).
To independently assess the pattern of expression of Dprs in R7, R8, and L1-L5, we tagged the proteins produced from the endogenous locus with GFP using recombination-mediated cassette exchange of specific MiMIC insertions into Dpr genes (Venken et al., 2011) (Figure 4A ). MiMIC insertions into introns separating coding exons for 10 of the 21 Dpr genes were identified and converted into protein traps (Nagarkar-Jaiswal et al., 2015) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). These contain an open reading frame encoding GFP flanked by splice acceptor and donor sites. Pupal brains were stained at 40 hr APF just prior to the onset of synapse formation and some 32 hr later (at 72 hr APF), a stage at which these neurons continue to add synaptic connections . In all cases, sufficient protein was detected in the cell body to identify the specific cells expressing the modified Dpr by co-staining the retina and lamina with antibodies to cell-type-specific nuclear proteins ( Figures 4B-4E 0 ). Cell-type-enriched expression in lamina neurons was also observed in Beat (Pipes et al., 2001 ) and Side (Sink et al., 2001 ) protein families using this method ( Figures  S4F-S4H ). For each Dpr tested, the protein trap expression pattern correlated well with the RPKM values observed ( Figures  4F-4F 0 ). For some cell types, the pattern of expression was stable between 40 hr and 72 hr APF and for others marked changes were observed. For instance, Dpr15 and Dpr17 are expressed only at 40 hr APF. By contrast, Dpr2 is selectively expressed at 72 hr. Thus, from both RNA-seq studies and MiMIC expression analysis, all cells express more than one Dpr and they express different combinations of them.
DIPs Are Expressed in a Layer-Specific Fashion
If Dpr proteins regulate interactions with specific neurons, we would anticipate that DIPs would be expressed in neurons with which R7, R8, and L1-L5 interact. To explore the in vivo expression of DIPs, we generated and analyzed GFP protein trap derivatives for six of the nine DIPs (asterisk in Figure S4A ; Supplemental Experimental Procedures) and assessed their expression at 24, 40, and 72 hr APF, and in the adult. Consistent with our RNAseq data, DIP-b and DIP-g are expressed at low levels in a subset of lamina neurons ( Figures S4C-S4D 0 ) and the remaining DIPs are not expressed in these cells ( Figures S4B, S4B 0 , S4E, and S4E 0 ). Indeed, as specified earlier in the text, we used this independent verification of cell-type-enriched expression of transcripts slightly below five RPKM (e.g., DIP-b ) to set conservative criteria for genes differentially expressed (DE) between cell-types.
(C) Synaptic connections of L1 and L2 in medulla neuropil. They are largely different. Arrows indicate directionality of connection from pre-synaptic neuron to post-synaptic neuron. For example, L1 is pre-synaptic to C3. And L1 is both pre-and post-synaptic to L5. C2 in red means that C2 is a shared synaptic partner with both L1 and L2. L5 in green means that L5 is also a shared synaptic partner for both L1 and L2. (D) Numbers of genes exhibiting differences of less than two times (shared), two to five times, and greater than five times in expression between L1 and L2 with RPKM greater than five in at least one cell type, with an adjusted p value < 0.05. Enriched means the level of a gene in one cell type is higher than the other cell type. Numbers of genes in each category are shown. See also Table S2 . See also Figure S1 and Table S3 . MiMIC protein traps contain GFP in frame flanked by splice acceptor and donor sites. They are generated by cassette exchange using fC31 recombinase to catalyze recombination with the Minos insertion between the AttP and AttB sites. The green inverted arrows after recombination represent recombined recombination sites (i.e., attR sites). Genes modified in this way encode chimeric proteins containing GFP.
Each DIP analyzed was expressed in neurons exhibiting unique layer-specific patterns of processes within the medulla neuropil ( Figures 5A-5Q and S5 ). Prior to synapse formation (i.e., 24 hr APF) layered patterns are diffuse and overlap ( Figures  S5A-S5G) . By 40% APF, the patterns are less diffuse with less overlap between different DIPs (Figures 5D-5J ). At this stage of development, layers are still forming and most neurons have yet to form synapses. By contrast, some 32 hr later (at 72 hr APF) the medulla neuropil has expanded, many neurons have formed synapses , and the processes expressing DIPs are, in general, more clearly separated (Figures 5K-5Q) . At this stage, the six DIPs are expressed in one to three layers and all layers are defined by a unique combination of them (Figure 5R) . With one exception (DIP-q) ( Figure S5H ), layer-specific expression patterns remained the same in the adult as they were at 72 hr APF. In summary, DIPs are differentially expressed in layers innervated by R7, R8, and L1-L5 neurons.
Dprs and DIPs Are Expressed by Synaptic Partners
We next sought to assess whether Dpr-expressing lamina neurons and DIP-expressing medulla neurons with processes in the same layers were synaptic partners. To assess the identity of medulla neurons expressing specific DIPs, we crossed flies carrying a DIP-GFP (DIP-a, DIP-d, and DIP-q) to a panel of GAL4 marker lines for specific medulla neurons and assessed co-localization of the markers (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). For some DIPs (i.e., DIP-b), we used DIP-GAL4 derivatives of MiMICs in combination with FLP-mediated excision to express target UAS reporter constructs active in scattered DIP-expressing cells (Nern et al., 2015) . This allowed us to visualize individual DIP-expressing neurons and to identify them by their morphologies. We then correlated the identification of cells expressing specific DIPs and Dprs with the pattern of synaptic connections within layers determined by serial EM reconstruction (Takemura et al., 2013 (Takemura et al., , 2015 .
Dense synaptic connectomes for a single column (Takemura et al., 2013) and, more recently, seven adjacent columns, comprising a central one surrounded by six additional ones (Takemura et al., 2015; S. Takemura, I . Meinertzhagen, and L. Scheffer, personal communication), have been determined. In general, these studies revealed that lamina neurons make synapses with multiple partners and show marked specificity. An example of the synaptic connections made by L5 neurons is shown in Table 1 . L1-L5 neurons each express one or more Dpr proteins, which bind to DIPs expressed in a subset of their synaptic partners (Figures 6A-6E ). For instance, L1 expresses Dpr2 and Dpr3 and these proteins bind to DIP-q expressed on one of their synaptic partners, Tm3. Other synaptic partners of L1 do not express DIP-q ( Figure 6A ; Table S5 ). The Dpr/DIP patterns of expression in L5 and its partners provide an example of a more complex relationship between these paralogs than L1 (Figure 6E ). L5 expresses Dprs that bind to three different DIPs, DIP-a, DIP-b, and DIP-q, in three synaptic partners: (1) like L1, L5 makes synapses with Tm3 and these neurons express a matching pair of Dpr1 and DIP-q, respectively; (2) L5 expresses Dpr6, which binds to DIP-b, which is expressed in post-synaptic C2 neurons; and (3) Dpr6 and Dpr10 bind to DIP-a on Dm1 neurons. By contrast, five other synaptic partners of L5 do not express these DIPs. In addition, we also demonstrated that R7 neurons express Dpr11 and its cognate DIP is expressed in its synaptic partner Dm8 (Carrillo et al., 2015) . Thus, Dprs in R7 and L1-L5 neurons match DIPs expressed in subsets of their synaptic partners.
DISCUSSION
Here, we used RNA-seq of mRNAs from different, but highly related neuronal cell types, to identify families of cell surface proteins as potential regulators of synaptic specificity. Using a conservative RPKM threshold for expression, we estimate that at the onset of synapse formation neurons express between a quarter and a third of the potential CSMs encoded by the fly genome. Many of these are expressed in a cell-type-enriched fashion; they are expressed at least five times greater in one cell type, than in one or more of the other cell types profiled. Thus, neurons express many different CSMs, and each neuronal cell type expresses a unique combination of them. Many of the differentially expressed proteins have known interacting partners. For instance, of the 23 Ig superfamily proteins differing in expression by more than five times between L1 and L2, all but three have known interacting partners. Thus, expression studies coupled with the cell surface interactome and genetic analysis provide a multipronged approach to dissecting the cellular interactions leading to neural circuit formation.
Several families of proteins were differentially expressed in different neuronal cell types through RNA-seq analysis and some of these were confirmed using MiMIC protein traps. The most dramatic and complex pattern of expression observed, however, was seen for the Dpr proteins with 17 of the 21 paralogs expressed in a cell-type-enriched fashion. This pattern and the extensive protein interaction network of these proteins defined by Ö zkan et al. (2013) prompted us to explore the expression patterns of these proteins and their ligands in further detail.
The cell-type-enriched pattern of Dpr expression observed in lamina or photoreceptor neurons was striking. By contrast, most DIPs were not expressed, or were expressed at only very low levels in these cells. Localization of DIP expression using protein traps, however, revealed that each of the outer six layers of the medulla neuropil was defined by the expression of one or more DIPs and that DIPs were expressed in only a subset of processes See also Figure S5 .
within a layer. And these, in turn, are specific subsets of synaptic targets of cells expressing an interacting Dpr. These observations raise the possibility that Dpr/DIP interactions specify patterns of synaptic connections between neurons within each layer. These findings, in combination with previous genetic studies, suggest a model for mechanisms regulating the formation of layer-specific connections within the medulla. Previous work demonstrated that at early stages of medulla development, lamina neuron growth cones target to overlapping regions that are established by broadly expressed adhesive (i.e., N-cadherin) and repulsive cell surface molecules (i.e., plexin/semaphorin signaling). Growth cones then segregate into discrete domains as the medulla matures through interactions between signals localized to specific layers (Nern et al., 2008; Pecot et al., 2013; Timofeev et al., 2012) . We speculate that different combinations of Dpr and DIP proteins specify synaptic connections within a layer.
In support of this notion, Carrillo et al. (2015) have shown that loss of Dpr11 and its binding partner DIP-g show abnormalities in the M6 target layer. Dpr11 is expressed in a discrete subset of R7 neurons and these form synapses with DIP-g-expressing Dm8 neurons. These include abnormalities in the R7 terminal morphology consistent with a role in synapse formation and a reduction in Dm8 neurons. Interestingly, we have also recently observed a reduction in the number of DIP-a expressing neurons in DIP-a null mutants suggesting a commonality in the function of Dprs and DIPs in the medulla. The simplest interpretation of the matching of Dprs and DIPs in synaptic partners is that these proteins regulate synaptic specificity. It would not be surprising, however, if these proteins play different roles such as contributing to layer-specific targeting, as with N-cadherin (Lee et al., 2001) or netrin (Timofeev et al., 2012) , or cell-type-specific trophic support as we described previously for Jeb/Alk signaling . Detailed phenotypic analyses of null mutants lacking Dprs and DIPs, and given the redundancy within these families, perhaps genetic analysis of animals lacking combinations of them, will be required to ascertain the precise functions of this family of ligand/receptor pairs in circuit assembly.
The two-step model for synaptic connectivity in the medulla shares intriguing similarities to, and indeed was significantly influenced by, models for layer specificity in the analogous structure in the mouse retina, the inner plexiform layers. Here, cadherin and semaphorin/plexin proteins direct processes to layers (Duan et al., 2014; Matsuoka et al., 2011) . In a subsequent step, Ig superfamily proteins then promote synaptic matching within them. Important support for this second step comes from recent genetic studies from Krishnaswamy et al. (2015) demonstrating that homophilic interaction between Sdk2 proteins (an Ig superfamily protein) is required for synapses between a specific pair of amacrine and retinal ganglion cell neurons. That this may represent a general strategy for synaptic-specificity in the vertebrate retina is suggested by the layer-specific expression of Sdk2 and related homophilic Ig superfamily proteins Sdk1, Dscam1, Dscam2, and Contactins 1-5 Sanes, 2008, 2012; Yamagata et al., 2002) . Thus, the studies in the mouse IPL and the medulla region of the fly allude to a common strategy for achieving synaptic specificity.
Conclusion
Dprs and DIPs are likely to be only a part of the story of synaptic specificity in the medulla. Indeed, a striking feature of the synaptic connectome in the medulla column is its complexity (Takemura et al., 2013 (Takemura et al., , 2015 , with synapses between the processes of >100 neuronal cell types (A. Nern, personal communication) . This complexity is mirrored by the unique combination of hundreds of cell surface and secreted molecules expressed by each of the photoreceptor and lamina neurons profiled in this study. How this complexity contributes to specificity remains elusive, but the convergence of improved histological, genetic, physiological, and molecular tools promises to provide important insights into the molecular recognition strategies controlling synaptic specificity.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Fly Husbandry and Stocks
Flies were reared at 25 C on standard medium. For developmental analysis and sorting experiments white pre-pupae were collected and incubated for the indicated number of hours. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for the list of stocks used in different experiments.
Sorting Cell Types and Library Construction
For tissue dissociation, pupal brain tissue dissected at 40 hr after pupal formation was incubated with a Papain (Worthington) and Liberase TM protease cocktail (Roche) at 25 C for 15 min in a microfuge shaker at 1,000 rpm. At 5 and 10 min into this incubation, the tissue was pipetted up and down with a P200. At 15 min, the sample was passed through a 25G 5/8-gauge needle until the tissue was completely dissociated. Digestion was inactivated by the addition of rich media with serum, and the cell suspension was passed through a 70 mm filter. To concentrate the cells, the suspension was spun down at 1,600 rpm for 8 min at 4 C. After decanting the supernatant, cells were re-suspended in 500 ml of rich media and sorted in a BD FACSAria II. RNA was then isolated from sorted cells using the RNA-min elute kit from QIAGEN. mRNA was amplified in a linear fashion using Arcuturus RiboAmp A dense connectome of 7 medulla columns has been completed by serial EM reconstruction (Takemura et al., 2015; S. Takemura, I. Meinertzhagen, and L. Scheffer, personal communication.) . This includes a central column and six surrounding ones. Here, the synaptic partners of L5 with the number of inputs and outputs are listed. Most synapses are made with partners in the same column but processes can also extend into neighboring columns and form synapses. Here, we are showing the sum of the synapses made by an L5 neuron in the central column to partners within the same and neighboring columns.
HS kit (Life Technologies). cDNA was then generated for quality assessment and paired-end Illumina sequencing libraries were prepared. Detailed protocols are available upon request.
Microscopy and Image Analysis
Confocal images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM780 confocal microscope. The staining patterns were reproducible between samples. However, some variation on the overall fluorescence signal and noise levels existed between sections and samples. Thus, proper adjustments of laser power, detector gain, and black level settings were made to obtain similar overall fluorescence signals. Single plane or maximum intensity projection confocal images were exported into TIFF files using ImageJ software. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for bioinformatics analysis and immunohistochemistry. Middle panels: schematic of morphology of lamina neurons (green) and a subset of their synaptic partners (red) within the medulla neuropil. Right panels: summary of Dpr expression in L1-L5 and DIPs in synaptic partners. Layer patterns for DIPs in the medulla are the same as at 72 hr. Synaptic partner assignments from Takemura et al. (2015) and S. Takemura, I. Meinertzhagen, and L. Scheffer, personal communication.
(F) Summary of the Dpr/DIP interactome (Ö zkan et al., 2013; Carrillo et al. 2015) . See also Table S5 .
